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ABOUT MODEL

The Makita Premium Hammer Cart (T-03224) gives contractors convenient and secure transportation for a breaker hammer
and bits. The large, rugged semi-pneumatic wheels role smoothly over rough terrain. At the end of the day, the Cart goes
back into the truck more easily with the stair climber rails. The rails are also engineered for more convenient lifting up stairs,
curbs, and other elevated surfaces. For secure transport, the adjustable strap keeps the hammer securely fastened to the
cart, and bit retainers firmly hold up to four 1-1/8" demolition steel bits.

FEATURES

T-03224
Premium Hammer Cart

DURABILITY : Large, rugged 10" semi-pneumatic wheels roll smoothly through rough job site terrain

CONVENIENCE : Stair climber rails for convenient lifting up stairs, curbs, truck beds, and other elevated surfaces

CONTROL : Adjustable strap keeps hammer securely fastened to the cart during transportation

CAPACITY : Bit retainers firmly hold up to (4) 1-1/8" demolition steel bits

INCLUDES : Premium Hammer Cart

 BUY NOW
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Large, rugged 10" semi-pneumatic wheels roll smoothly over rough job site terrain

Stair climber rails for convenient lifting up stairs, curbs, truck beds and other elevated surfaces

Adjustable strap keeps hammer securely fastened to the cart during transportation

Convenient cord wrap keeps cord cleanly tucked away

Bit retainers firmly hold up to (4) 1-1/8" demolition steel bits

Flow back handle design for improved ergonomics and control

Semi-pneumatic wheels eliminate the need for inflating flat tires

Ball bearing hubs allow the wheels to rotate quickly and smoothly

Corrosion resistant coating adds a layer of protection against harsh elements

High quality steel for long life

SPECS

Packaged Width (in) :  21.5"

Packaged Height (in) :  46.5"

Packaged Depth (in) :  16.75"

Type (Concrete & Masonry Accessories) :  Demolition Accessories

Shipping Weight :  28.6 lbs.

UPC Code :  088381-496056


